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BEIRUT: Crisis-hit Lebanon yesterday raised fuel
prices for the second time in less than a week amid
severe rationing spurred by the collapse of a sub-
sidy system that has depleted state coffers.
Grappling with its worst-ever financial crisis,
Lebanon has gradually increased fuel prices in
recent months because the cash-strapped central
bank can no longer afford to fund fuel imports.

The latest price hike, expected to be followed by
further increases in coming weeks, is widely seen
as a prelude to a final and definite lifting of fuel
subsidies by the government. The revised price list
published by the energy ministry yesterday set the
price of 20 liters of 95-octane petrol at 202,400
Lebanese pounds ($13 at the black market rate), up
from 174,000 pounds the previous week.

Since the end of June, the price of petrol has
more than tripled amid severe rationing that has
turned entire streets into chaotic queues for cars
lining up to fill up at the pumps. To fill a medium-
sized vehicle’s tank, most Lebanese would now
have to pay close to the monthly minimum wage

of 675,000 Lebanese pounds, at a time when
nearly 80 percent of the population is estimated
to live below the poverty line. George al-Brax, a
member of the syndicate of gas station owners,
told local media yesterday that the latest price
hike was not “final,” suggesting that prices will
soon go up again.

He also cautioned that the imminent lifting of
subsidies would not spell the end of long petrol
queues which began at the start of summer and
have since only gotten worse.

The energy ministry’s announcement yesterday
came as many pumps across the country remained
closed to customers. Importers and gas station
owners say they are out of stock but authorities
have accused them of hoarding supplies to sell at
higher prices once subsidies are officially lifted.

Prime Minister Najib Mikati, whose government
was sworn in on Monday after 13 months of politi-
cal paralysis, told CNN this month that 74 percent
of more than $10 billion dollars spent on subsidies
had been “misused by traders”. — AFP 

Is China’s pledge to 
cut coal funding 
a game-changer?
BEIJING: China’s pledge to stop funding
overseas coal has been welcomed as a cli-
mate landmark that could dry up funding for
smoke-billowing plants in poor countries. But
the world’s top polluter has not set out a
timeline for when it will take effect, and it is
not clear whether funders will be forced to
pull the plug on projects under construction
or in planning.

This is what we know:
What did China promise? 

China on Tuesday said it will stop provid-
ing funding for coal projects overseas. “China
will step up support for other developing
countries in developing green and low carbon
energy and will not build new coal-fired pow-
er projects abroad,” President Xi Jinping told
the United Nations General Assembly.

Is it a game-changer? 
Yes and no. China is the biggest public fun-

der of overseas coal plants and its shift is
symbolic. Both Japan and South Korea-the
two other biggest state funders-have said
they will stop funding projects by year end.
“China was the last man standing on this
front,” said Li Shuo, a climate analyst for
Greenpeace China. It is hoped the move will
discourage China’s private players from
investing.

“When public money goes somewhere, pri-
vate money tends to follow,” Li added. But
China’s overseas coal footprint is small in real
terms. A total of 13 percent of the money
going into coal plants worldwide between
2013 and mid-2019 came from China, accord-
ing to Boston University’s Global
Development Policy Center.

This means recent China-funded coal
projects in Africa, Asia, Latin America and
even parts of Eastern Europe will only gen-
erate about 53 gigawatts (GW) — a fraction
of the 1,188 GW global coal pipeline accord-
ing to advocacy movement Endcoal. About
87 percent of total funding for coal plants in
developing nations come from entities out-
side China.

So, who funds global coal? 
Private banks and institutional investors

from Japan, the US and the UK bankroll a bulk
of the coal projects in the developing world.
Commercial banks in Japan were the top
lenders to overseas coal projects and loaned
$76 billion, bankrolling nearly a quarter of all
coal plants in developing countries.

The US, with $68 billion mostly from pri-
vate lenders, funded 21 percent, while Britain
gave seven percent of all loans. Chinese state
banks invested over $50 billion on overseas
coal-fired projects in the five years to 2019. 

Will China deliver? 
China has been promising to green its

overseas infrastructure investments amid criti-
cism that new coal plants would derail global
climate goals. Lenders are also taking note of
resistance to Chinese-funded coal projects in
countries including Bangladesh, Kenya and
Vietnam.

“China has slowly passed the early... fever-
ish years of emphasizing big numbers”, said Li
from Greenpeace, and “slowly it is moving
towards improving project quality, including
sustainability.”

Beijing didn’t fund any new coal projects
in the first half of 2021 under its $1 trillion
Belt and Road Initiative infrastructure push,
according to the commerce ministry. But
there are still several caveats to Xi’s promise.
Importantly, it is unclear whether it will cov-
er private players-or only freeze funding
from public banks-as well as when it will
kick in, and if it will halt projects already
being built. — AFP

People reel from severe rationing spurred by collapse of a subsidy system
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as subsidies are phased out

BEIRUT, Lebanon: A general view shows the ravaged port of Lebanon’s capital Beirut. Lebanon is facing
one of its worst-ever economic crises. —AFP

Evergrande
agrees deal to
avoid default
on key bond
BEIJING: Embattled Chinese prop-
erty titan Evergrande said yesterday
it had agreed a deal with domestic
bondholders that should allow the
conglomerate to avoid missing one of
its interest payments and avoid
default, but its deeper debt burden
remains. Financial markets have been
hit this week over fears that the
sprawling firm could collapse, with
the potential to pulse through the
world’s second-biggest economy and
possibly beyond.

Chinese authorities have injected
capital into the markets yet have
remained conspicuously silent over
Evergrande’s woes, allowing rare
protests from despairing investors
and leaving analysts guessing over
Beijing’s plans to mop-up any
spillover from the developer’s demise.
In a statement to the Shenzhen stock
exchange, Evergrande’s property unit
Hengda said it had negotiated a plan
to pay interest due on its 2025 bond,
worth 232 million yuan ($35.9 million).

Evergrande has admitted facing
“tremendous pressure” as it tackles a
debt pile of more than $300 billion,

and has warned that it may not be
able to meet its liabilities. Yet founder
Xu Jiayin, a billionaire once counted
as Asia’s richest man, on Tuesday said
the company will “step out of the
darkest moment soon”.

In Wednesday’s statement, Hengda
said investors “who bought and held
the bonds” before September 22, 2021
“are entitled to interest paid this
time”. The group has made no men-
tion of its larger repayments on inter-
est for an offshore bond due today-a
payment worth $83.5 million on a dol-
lar-denominated bond, in what
observers view as a big test for the
company. Even if it misses the pay-
ment, the company would still have a
30-day grace period before it is
deemed in default. Evergrande did not
reply to AFP requests for comment.

Analysts said yesterday’s repay-
ment will go some way to soothing
anxious markets in the short term.

But “for confidence to return more
meaningfully, it will need the market
to see sight of the broad restructuring
plans for Evergrande”, Gary Dugan,
chief executive officer at the Global
CIO Office, told Bloomberg News.
The Evergrande crisis has triggered
protests outside a number of the
company’s offices in China by
investors and suppliers demanding
their money-some of whom say they
are owed as much as $1 million.

Waiting on Beijing 
Given the company’s liabilities,

analysts and investors have speculat-

ed the government will likely step in
with some kind of help for the corpo-
rate giant to prevent a damaging
implosion. But the vagueness of the
filing-which did not give details on
how much it would pay and when-left
others warning the company remains
deep in trouble. The payment
announcement “is likely only a tempo-
rary reprieve with no signals from the
Chinese government over what steps,
if any, it will take to assist an orderly
wind down or restructuring,” said
Jeffrey Halley, an analyst at OANDA.

While predominantly a developer,
Evergrande-which employs 200,000
people, has a presence in more than
280 cities and claims to indirectly

generate 3.8 million Chinese jobs-has
been on a buying spree for more than
a decade. The company has hired
experts including financial services
firm Houlihan Lokey-which advised
on the restructuring of Lehman
Brothers when it went under during
the global financial crisis-as it tries to
avoid a collapse. State regulators
have also dispatched a team of finan-
cial advisers to assess the company,
according to reports. News of the
deal provided support to equities
Wednesday, with Shanghai leading
most Asian markets up, even as
traders returned from a long weekend
break to play catch up with Monday’s
global rout. — AFP 

SHANGHAI: People are seen in the Evergrande Center building in Shanghai
yesterday. —AFP

MANILA: The Asian Development
Bank warned of “lasting scars” from
the coronavirus pandemic as it cut its
2021 growth forecast for developing
Asia on slow vaccination rates, surg-
ing infections and crippling lock-
downs. A shortage of doses, which has
hampered efforts to inoculate the vast
region stretching from the Cook
Islands in the Pacific to Kazakhstan in
Central Asia, could worsen as evi-
dence of waning vaccine protection
increases demand for booster shots,
the lender said Wednesday.

The Philippines-based ADB fore-
cast growth of 7.1 percent-compared
with its previous prediction in April of
7.3 percent and a slight contraction in
2020 — but said the recovery
“remains fragile”. Vaccination rates
have been uneven across the region,
where less than a third of the popula-
tion was fully protected against
COVID-19 at the end of August, the
lender said in an update of its flagship
Asian Development Outlook.

That compared with more than 50
percent coverage in the United States
and nearly 60 percent in the
European Union. The ADB warned
that delayed vaccine rollouts and the
emergence of new variants were
among the biggest risks to the out-
look-and could have long-term dam-
aging consequences.

“Income losses caused by the pan-
demic in particular threaten to leave
lasting scars and have a multidimen-
sional effect on regional economies,”
the ADB said. Progress on reducing
poverty in developing Asia had been
set back “at least two years”, and pro-
longed school closures would lead to
higher-than-expected learning and
earning losses.

While the regional economy was
expected to expand this year and
next, the recovery had “diverged” in
the first half of 2021 as the hyper-con-
tagious Delta variant ripped through
some countries.

In two-thirds of the developing

Asian economies, the share of the
population that has been fully vacci-
nated was 30 percent or lower, the
ADB said. “Growth tended to be
stronger in economies that had pro-
gressed the most in controlling the
pandemic,” it said. East Asia, where
vaccination rates were among the
highest in the region and governments

were quick to contain outbreaks, was
set to grow 7.6 percent this year,
compared with an earlier forecast of
7.4 percent. Forecasts were lowered
for Southeast Asia and the Pacific,
where nations have struggled to
obtain enough doses to inoculate their
populations as they battle fresh waves
of infections. —AFP

GHAZIABAD: Workers build a bridge in Ghaziabad, India. The Asian
Development Bank has cut its growth forecast for developing Asia. —CAFP

ADB cuts Asia growth forecast
on slow COVID vaccine rollout

Australia sets 
terms for China 
to join Pacific pact
SYDNEY: China must end a freeze on contacts with
senior Australian politicians if it hopes to join a trans-
Pacific trade pact, Canberra’s trade minister said yes-
terday, setting de facto preconditions for accession.
Dan Tehan linked China’s bid to join an 11-nation
trading alliance with steps to improve bilateral rela-
tions that are at their lowest ebb in decades.

China formally applied to join the
Comprehensive and Progressive Agreement for
Trans-Pacific Partnership (CPTPP) last week, and is
lobbying to gain the consensus support of members
including Australia. This comes after a war of words
between the two countries, a string of sanctions on
Australian goods and a months-long freeze on sen-

ior-level government contacts.
“When I became trade minister, I wrote to my

Chinese counterpart in January setting out how we
can work more closely together. I am still waiting for
a reply,” Tehan said in a Monday speech. “One of the
most important things about negotiating the acces-
sion process of any country into the CPTPP is that
you have to be able to sit down at ministerial level,
look your economic partner in the eye, and talk
about that accession process.” Tehan also indicated
China would have to resolve disputes at the World
Trade Organization (WTO) stemming from a slew of
politically driven sanctions on Australian imports.

“All parties will want to be confident that any
new member will meet, implement and adhere to the
high standards of the agreement as well as to their
WTO commitments and their existing trade agree-
ments,” he said. “It’s in everyone’s interests that
everyone plays by the rules.”

‘Economic coercion’ 
Australia this month asked the WTO to rule

against China’s imposition of crippling tariffs on
Australian wine exports, after initial consultations
failed to resolve the dispute. Wine sales by Australia
to China plummeted from over Aus$1 billion ($840
million) to a virtual trickle after Beijing imposed the
tariffs, according to industry figures.

Australia is also challenging Chinese tariffs on
barley at the WTO and has objected to sanctions on
a string of other goods, which Canberra describes as
“economic coercion.” The measures are widely seen
in Australia as punishment for pushing back against
Beijing’s operations to impose influence in Australia,
rejecting Chinese investment in sensitive areas and
publicly calling for an investigation into the origins of
the coronavirus pandemic. But the Chinese embassy
in Australia this month lobbied Canberra to join the
CPTPP, telling an Australian parliamentary inquiry
that China’s accession “would benefit all CPTPP
members and the rest of the world.” Signed by 11
Asia-Pacific countries in 2018, the partnership is the
region’s biggest free-trade pact and accounts for
around 13.5 percent of the global economy. — AFP


